
ELD US History 2022-2023

Instructor: Email: Text/Voicemail:
Ms. Elisabeth Johnson Elisabeth-Johnson@scusd.edu (916) 407-4529

“I hope that in this year to come, you make mistakes. Because if you are making mistakes, then
you are making new things, trying new things, learning, living, pushing yourself, changing

yourself, changing your world. You’re doing things you’ve never done before, and more
importantly, you’re doing something.”

— Neil Gaiman.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
This course will help support your English Language Development while providing content
knowledge of US History at the same time. This will be a safe space where you can come for
emotional and academic support.  We will use a variety of different tools and curriculum,
including multiple digital supports like BrainPop EL, USA Learns, and more. Students will also
have access to the textbook adopted by the district.

EXPECTATIONS AND GOALS: In this course, you will practice your English skills and learn
about US History with supportive teachers and peers. You will need to work hard and participate
in order to improve your skills and grow your knowledge.

COURSE MATERIALS: Students will be given a notebook for our daily warm up writing. The
majority of our work will be digital and all students must join the google classroom. Students must
access the content of this class through an electronic device connected to the internet. Please
contact the instructor or school staff if there is ever a technical issue with your device so that we
can get you connected again as soon as possible. Handwritten assignments can be submitted in
class.

GRADING POLICY/LATE WORK POLICY: It is your responsibility to turn in your work in
a timely manner and communicate regularly with your teacher if you face challenges with the
work.

Grading Scale:
Grades will be posted following the SCUSD grade scale:

A =  90-100%  B =  80-89%  C = 70-79% D = 60-69%
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